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The art of technology and the technology of art formed a symbiosis until the
beginning of the Industrial Revolution. The new Zeppelin Museum will show this
former unity in a harmonious exhibition concept.
The extensive art collection which spans the Middle Ages up to modern times will
demonstrate the links between social and cultural-historical reality.
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Autofahrer können im Parkhaus
„Altstadt“ parken und Busplätze gibt
es auf dem Seeparkplatz.
Der Fußweg beträgt max. 3 Minuten.
An der Ostseite des Museums befinden
sich Behindertenparkplätze.

Museum befindet sich
im ehemaligen Hafenbahnhof, direkt
an der Schiffsanlegestelle, und kann
bequem per Bus und Bahn (Haltestelle
Hafenbahnhof) oder per Schiff,
Katamaran und Fähre erreicht werden.

Seestraße 22, D-88045 Friedrichshafen
Tel:+49 / 7541 / 38 01-0 · Fax: +49 / 7541 / 38 01-81
www.zeppelin-museum.de · zeppelin@zeppelin-museum.de

Schulmuseum Friedrichshafen am Bodensee
Friedrichstr. 14 · 88045 Friedrichshafen +49 / 7541 / 32622
www.schulmuseum-fn.de · schulmuseum@friedrichshafen.de

Inventor, visionary and industrialist Count Zeppelin wrote many chapters in airship
and industrial history. His name is associated world-wide with the fascination and
appeal that airships trigger in the human mind.
Count Zeppelin (1838 – 1917) first became involved in airship aviation in 1874.
Visionary thinking and enormous personal dedication allowed him to overcome
numerous difficulties during the pioneering phase of this new mode of transport.
He and his employees laid the foundations for international air transport which,
sadly, he did not live to see.
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The Plan

The Technology

The Zeppelin Museum in Friedrichshafen brings together diverse worlds of experi
ence and combines them into a thrilling journey through time.
The museum holds the most significant international collection of airship history
on 43,000 sq.ft. of exhibition space. The symbiosis of technology and art into a
uniform and totally new form of presentation represents an adventure in itself.
The restored Hafenbahnhof (Harbour Railway Station) is the ideal stage for this
spectacular museum project. The classic Bauhaus-style transport monument char
acterises – in the tradition of the architectural founders - the harmony between
technology and art, of practicality and aesthetics. It is also a symbol of the culture
of travel which was formerly epitomised so uniquely by the grandeur of the
Zeppelins.
This produces a harmonious mixture of form and content, of museum construc
tion and museum design. Above and beyond the fascination posed by Zeppelins
themselves, the systematic integration of art exhibits into the Zeppelin collection
and of technological items into the art departments allows insights, interesting
and surprising in equal measure, into cultural interrelations as well as the histori
cal background of our own and past centuries.

I n d u s t r i a l Hi s t o r y

The reconstruction

Passengers on the great Zeppelins relished

The airships of Count Zeppelin

of a 108 ft. long section of the legendary LZ 129, the “Hindenburg”, will be the main
attraction of this adventure trip through time. Visitors can climb aboard via the retrac
table stairway and stroll past the authentically furnished passenger lounges.

Passengers on the great Zeppelins relished to the full the simply indescribable pleasure
of silently floating through the air in surroundings of style and luxury. This culture of
exclusive travel which had seemed lost forever will now be brought back to life.

were the cradle for entire branches of industry. Aeroplanes from Dornier, engines
from Maybach, gearboxes from ZF. All these companies emerged out of the “technol
ogy transfer” of airship construction. Their company founders were colleagues and
supporters of Count Zeppelin. This exciting but almost forgotten chapter in German
industrial history will be narrated in a special department of the new museum.

The illusion of travelling by Zeppelin is followed by subsequent exhibits allowing
insights into the history and technology of airship aviation.

Technology meets art, yesterday meets tomorrow.

C u lt u r e o f t r av e l
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